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ADS 
(American
Dish Machine)

ADC44, ADC66 Sink bowl must be 20” from dish machine. Add DTA-76 to soil dishtable.

HT-25, SS-25 If dish machine is in corner, backsplash must be notched to 4” tall to clear handle. Add DTA-78 to table that’s on  
front of machine.

AFC-3D, AF-3D, AF-ES, AFC-ES, AF-W, 
L3-DW, L3-DWC, Lxx-3DW, Lxx-3DWC, 
5-CD, 5-AG, 5-AG-ES

NO MODIFICATION NEEDED.

APEX SEE ECOLAB

Autochlor AC-44 No sinks or other obstructions within 20” of machine on soil side (add DTA-76) or 10” of machine on clean side.

A4, A5, D2 NO MODIFICATION NEEDED.

Blakeslee D-8, D-9, R-MM-100 If dish machine is in corner, right side backsplash must be notched to 4” tall to clear handle. Add DTA-78 to the 
right table.

R-L-40, RM50 Must maintain 13” clear on clean side of machine.

R-CC-64, R-LL-80, R-MM-100 No sinks or other obstructions within 13” of machine on clean side.   

Burns A2 NO MODIFICATION NEEDED.

Champion DH-5000 Genesis If dish machine is in corner, right side backsplash must be notched to 3” tall to clear handle suggest (but not 
required) 12” clear on right side table to operate controls. Add DTA-78.

44DR, 54, 66DRPW, 70DRFFPW, 
76DRPW, 80DRHDPW, 80DRFFPW, 
90DRHDPW, DH-2000

NO MODIFICATION NEEDED.

64, 84, 86PW, 90FFPW, 100HDPW, 
106PW, 110FFPW, 120HDPW

Must maintain 10” clear on clean (exit) side of machine.

DL-2000 No obstructions within 6” of machine.

D-HB, D-LF, D-FL, DH-1000 NO MODIFICATION NEEDED.

CMA 
(Chemical Methods) 
Energymizer

180 Right side sinks bowls must be 12” from dish machine.   Add DTA-76 if sink is on right table.

EST-44H, EST-44L, EST-66H, EST-66L Sink bowl must be 12” from dish machine.  Add DTA-76 to soil dish table.  NO obstructions on clean side 
(including channels) within 12” of machine.

B, AH, C, E-AH, E-AH-EXT, E-C, E-C-EXT, 
EST-3D, EST-3D-EXT, EST-C, EST-C-EXT, 
EST-AH, EST-C, CB, S-B

NO MODIFICATION NEEDED.

Ecolab EC-44, EC-66, ES-4400, ES-6600, ES-8000 Clean (exit) side no obstructions under table within 12” of machine. 

ES-4000, APEX-TSC-Double No modifications for straight thru operation. If used in a corner (ES-4000-CDR or CDL, TSC-Double right or left 
one table backsplash must be notched to 4” tall. Add DTA-78 to right models or left models.

ET-14  If sink is on right side of dish machine and deeper than 10”, sink must be 16” from machine. Add DTA-76 to soil 
table if required.

ET-44 Right side sinks bowls must be 12” from dish machine. Add DTA-76 if sink is on right table.

WH-44, WH-66 Sink bowl or waste trough must be 14” from machine, regardless of direction flow. Add DTA-76 to soil table.

APEX TSC-V This dish machine has a control box that can be relocated.  In some situations, a 9” or deeper bowl on a right 
side 

ES-2000, APEX-TSC, Inferno, Typhoon NO MODIFICATION NEEDED.

APEX HT Right side sinks and troughs must be at least 6” from dish machine.

Electrolux WT44  Sinks and troughs (and all other obstructions) recommended to be 20” from machine. Add DTA-76 if required.

WT65, 504262, 504263, EHT8ILG4, 
EHT8ILG8

If dish machine is in the corner, left side table backsplash and front rolled rim must both be cut down 2” tall, add 
DTA-78.

504252, 504253, 504279, 504280, EHT-
8TIELG4, EHT8TIELG8, EHT8IELG4

Each table requires an angle spot welded under top along machine lip.  Add $75 net per table.  For corner 
operation, left table requires backsplash notched to 3.5” tall to clear handle.  Add DTA-78 to left table if required.

Eurodib L21  NO MODIFICATION NEEDED.

L25EK, L25EKDSP Require a special machine opening 20 3/32 K-508A.  Front rolled edge needs 1” tall by 2” long flat section at 
machine, angled at end. Add K-508A. if a corner set up, left side table needs rear splash cut down to 1” for 2” 
closest to machine. Add DTA-78.
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Fagor FI-200W Standard dish tables will NOT work with the dish machine due to depth of machine. Contact Advance Tabco for 
pricing.

AD-120W NO MODIFICATION NEEDED. 

FI-120W NO MODIFICATION NEEDED. - MACHINE IS DISCONTINUED.

Hobart AM-12 Right side sink bowls must be 12” from machine. Add DTA-76 if sink is on right side. 
- MACHINE DISCONTINUED.

AM-14 IF sink is on right side of dish machine and is deeper than 10”, sink must be 16” from dish machine. Add 
DTA-76 to soil table if required. - MACHINE DISCONTINUED.

AM-15  If dish machine is in corner, left side backsplash return must be notched to 4” tall to clear handle, add DTA-78.  
If soil dishtable is on left and dish machine is in corner, prerinse sink must move to 12” dish machine.

C-44/54/64/88, CL44/54/64,  CLPS66/76, 
CRS-66/76/86/110

Sinks and troughs (and all other obstructions) recommended to be 20” from machine. Add DTA-76 if required.
a special dish machine opening (22”) is required. Add K-508A to each table.

SL-23/30,38DDU A special dish machine opening is required. Add DTA-72 to each dish table.

CCS-66/76/86/110, Soil table opening similar to Hobart SL-23 side loader (add DTA-72), clean table opening 22”. Sinks and troughs 

CLCS 66/76/86 (and all other obstructions) recommended to be 20” from machine.  Add DTA-76 if required.

AM-15T, AM-15VLT, LT-1 NO MODIFICATION NEEDED.

Insinger Admiral 44, 66, Speeder 64, 86  Must maintain 24” clear on both sides of machine. Add DTA-76 to soil dishtable. 

40-2  Start with BSR series table.  Add K-508A to cut hole and install mounting flange. Add sink from page 78 in the 
Advance Tabco Product and Price Guide if required.  If additional length required use DTA-56.

Commander 18-5, CS NO MODIFICATION NEEDED.

18-6 No obstructions within 6” on right side of machine.

Super 106-2 Must maintain 24” clear on exit (clean) side of machine.

Intedge DW-50 NO MODIFICATION NEEDED.  

Jackson &
Hoshizaki

CREW Series Clean (exit) side no protrusions below surface within 12” of machine, including sink bowls, troughs and 
channels. Add DTA-76 to clean table if required.

Tempstar HH Machines built before January 2008, right side sinks bowls must be 12” from dish machine.  

Add DTA-76 if sink is right table. (Not required for machines with control box on top of machine).

Tempstar GPX No changes.  Verify where 27.5” wide booster heater will fit on floor under table.

100, 150 Sink bowls on left side of machine must be 12” from dish machine. Add DTA-76 to soil table if required. Left side 

TS-44, TSC-44, TS-66, TSC-66 Sink bowl or waste trough must be 14” from machine, regardless of direction flow. Add DTA-76 to soil table.

AJ Series, AJX Series No obstructions (including channels) within 12” on either side of machine.  Add DTA-76 to soil table if required.

JWE-2400CUA-L25B, 
JWE-2400CUA-R25B

Obstructions on clean side (right for an L machine and left for an R machine) must be 16” from machine

Jackson 10 (round) Start with BSR series table.  Add 2 K-508A to cut hole and install mounting flange.  Add sink from page 78 in 
the Advance Tabco Product and Price Guide if required.  If additional length required use DTA-56.

Conserver XL/XLH/XL2, 
Tempstar, 200, JWE-620UA-6B

NO MODIFICATION NEEDED.

Conserver XL2C Table exiting machine on front (L or R based on machine) must cut down backsplash to 3” tall. Add DTA-78.

WareForce 44 Left side no obstructions within 14” of machine (including support channels).  Add DTA-76 to soil table if 
required.

Jet Tech 747, F-22  Dish machine newer than 1/2001 no modification required.  Older machines add K-508A to each dishtable to 
notch front and rear back 1” and lower backsplash to 6” tall.  F-22 dish machines made prior to 9/2002 right side 
sink bowl must be 14” from dish machine.  Add DTA-76 to soil table if required.

F-22T Right side sink bowls must be 14” from dish machine. Add DTA-76 if sink is on right table. 
- MACHINE DISCONTINUED.

X35C, X35D NO MODIFICATION NEEDED.

Knight KLE-235D, KLE-117C, KLE-117I, KLE-
175GT

NO MODIFICATION NEEDED.
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For Any questions on compatibility and any other product,
please contact customer service at:

1-800-645-3166
or email us at:

customer@advancetabco.com

Noble
(Clark/Webstaurant)

I-E, HT-180, II NO MODIFICATION NEEDED.

II-CML, II-CMR Table exiting machine on front (L or R based on machine) must cut down backsplash to 3” tall. Add DTA-78.

44, 66 No obstructions (including channels) within 12” on either side of machine.  Add DTA-76 to soil table if required.

Meiko DV80.2, DV120.2, DV200.2  If dish machine is in corner, backsplash and front rolled rim on left side table must be notched to 2” tall and 5” 
back to clear handle.  Add DTA-78 twice to left table.

K-44, K-54, K-64, K-66, K-76, K-80, K-86, 
K-90, K-100, K-200

Sink bowl must be 12” from dish machine. Add DTA-76 to soil dishtable.

CS70, DV80.2T, DV120.2T If dish machine is in a corner, the backsplash on the left side table must be notched to 5” tall to clear handle. 
Add DTA-78 to left table. (Same as DV80.2 except front roll does not need to be modified.)

Moyer Diebel MH-60, MH-65  If dish machine is in corner, backsplash must be notched to 4” tall to clear handle. Add DTA-78 to left table. Add 
a second DTA-78 for left table to cut down front roll edge to 2”. If dish machine is in corner and sink is on left 
dishtable, sink must be 16” from machine. Add DTA-76 to left soil dishtable. 
- MACHINES ARE DISCONTINUED.

MD-44, MD-66, MD-2000 NO MODIFICATION NEEDED. 

MD-1000 NO MODIFICATION NEEDED. - MACHINE IS DISCONTINUED.

Puritan PA-44 Left side sinks bowls must be 12” from dish machine. Right side must be 12” from machine. Add DTA-76 to soil 

PA-1, PA-2, PA-HT NO MODIFICATION NEEDED.

Stero SDRA, SD-2RA If dish machine is in corner, add 2 DTA-56 and 1 K-508A to left side table to provide manufacturer - 
recommended rear enclosure panel. If rear enclosure panel not desired, standard dish tables will fit with no 
modification. Right side sink bowls must be 12” from dish machine (26” if using SDRA-PKG). Add DTA-76 if sink 
is on right table.

SCT44, SCT66  Right side sinks bowls must be 12” from dish machine. Add DTA-76 if sink is on right table.

ER-44, ER-44-10, ER-66S, ER-76S, ER-
76SC

Clean side turn down requires 1/2” x 3” notch (included in K-508A price).  No obstructions on clean side within 
10” of machine.  For ER-76SC only, no obstruction on soil side within 14” of machine (DTA-76 required).

SC-20-1A, SC-25-1M, SC-25-3M NO MODIFICATION NEEDED.

SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, SC-4, SC-5, SC-6, 
SC-7, SC-8, SC-9

Soil side requires 2.25” extension of machine lip into dish machine.  Add K-508A.  Clean side requires notch in 
machine lip and no obstructions including support channels within 12” of machine.  Add K-508A.

Vulcan-Hart 3D20TF, 3D2FCD Right side sink bowls must be 16” from dish machine. Add DTA-76 if sink is on right side. 
- MACHINES ARE DISCONTINUED.


